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ABSTRACT
Lu, Xueting MSME, Purdue University, August 2016. Improving Fuel Economy
during High Load Diesel Engine System Operation through Valve Train Flexibility .
Major Professor: Dr. Gregory M. Shaver, School of Mechanical Engineering.
As emission regulations getting more stringent and the demand for fossil fuel
growing, it is crucial to develop advanced technologies for internal combustion engine
to lower emissions and fuel.
Strategies such as diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC) for UHC, diesel particulate fil-
ters (DPF) for PM, and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) for NOx have been devel-
oped and implemented to convert harmful emissions to innocuous species. However,
the efficiencies of these after-treatment systems are heavily temperature dependent.
Heavy-duty over-the-road trucks require periodic active diesel particulate filter
regeneration to clean the filter of stored particulate matter. These events require
sustained temperatures between 500 and 600 ◦C to complete the regeneration pro-
cess. Engine operation during typical 65 mile/hour highway cruise conditions (1200
rpm/7.6 bar) results in temperatures of approximately 350 ◦C, and can reach approx-
imately 420 ◦C with late fuel injection. This necessitates hydrocarbon fueling of a
diesel oxidation catalyst or burner located upstream of the diesel particulate filter to
reach the required regeneration temperatures. These strategies require increased fuel
consumption, and the presence of a fuel-dosed oxidation catalyst (or burner) between
the engine and particulate filter. This work experimentally demonstrates that, at the
highway cruise condition, deactivation of valve motions and fuel injection for two or
three (of six) cylinders can instead be used to reach engine outlet temperatures of
520− 570 ◦C, a 170− 220 ◦C increase compared to normal operation. This is primar-
ily a result of a reduction in the air-to-fuel ratio realized by reducing the displaced
cylinder volume through cylinder deactivation.
xv
HDFTP drive cycle has more than half of the fuel consumed at high speed/high
load conditions. Strategies using valve train flexibility were investigated experimen-
tally to improve fuel economy at high speed/high load conditions. IVC modulation at
high speed is an effective way of achieving higher volumetric efficiency from dynamic
charging in turn help fuel efficiency. Intake valve closure from nominal 565 CAD to
595 CAD at high speed enables dynamic charging and thus increases EGR fraction
with air-to-fuel ratio maintained. The strategy of ”dynamic charging” helps get fuel




The stringent emission regulations and fossil fuel demand drive the development
of advanced technologies for internal combustion engines to decrease emissions and
improve fuel economy. Figure 1.1 illustrates the increasing trend of emission regula-
tions for on-highway heavy duty diesel engines over the years. Current regulations
for heavy duty diesel engines after 2010 require BSNOx ≤ 0.2 g/hp-hr, PM ≤ 0.01
g/hp-hr by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Figure 1.1. US EPA 2010 emissions standards for on-highway heavy-
duty diesel engines [1]
In 2014 new regulations for the green house gas decrease the CO2 limit below
502 g/hp-hr [2]. Strict emission regulations necessitate the investigation on new
technologies. Strategies such as diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC) for UHC, diesel
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particulate filters (DPF) for PM, and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) for NOx
have been developed and implemented to convert harmful emissions to innocuous
species. The efficiencies of these after-treatment systems are heavily temperature
dependent.
1.1.1 PM reduction by diesel particulate filter regeneration
Diesel particulate filters (DPFs) have been used in all medium- and heavy-duty
engines in North American since 2007 in order to meet strict EPA 0.01g/hp-hr partic-
ulate matter emissions levels. During normal operation particulate matter generated
by the engine is trapped within the DPF. In modern systems both “passive” and “ac-
tive” regeneration strategies are required to periodically remove the particulate matter
from the filter. Active regeneration is achieved through oxidation of the particulate
matter with oxygen at temperatures of 500-600◦C - a temperature range that is rarely
realized at the engine outlet during normal operation [3]. Since the engine outlet tem-
peratures are typically much lower than this (for instance, approximately 350◦C at a
typical 65 mile/hour “highway cruise” condition of 1200rpm/7.6bar as shown in Fig-
ure 1.2), DPF-inlet temperatures in excess of 500◦C are typically achieved through
fuel-dosing of a diesel oxidation catalyst [4, 5] or burner upstream of the DPF, often
in addition to engine-specific thermal management strategies. Electric heaters have
also been considered, with little success [6,7]. The drawbacks of these approachess are
two-fold: (i) the requirement of an additional component (fuel doser, burner, diesel
oxidation catalyst, or electric heater), and (ii) the consumption of fuel for something
other than generating engine shaft work.
The aforementioned engine-specific thermal management strategies can be clas-
sified as being based on either the “fuel path” or “air path” [8]. Through the air
path turbine outlet temperatures can be increases by reducing the airflow through
the engine [9]. In engines with a waste-gate turbocharger, this can be achieved by
3
Figure 1.2. Engine turbine out temperature for a Cummins 6-cylinder engine
partially opening the wastegate [10]. Through the fuel path fuel injection timing can
be delayed to increase the engine outlet temperatures [11,12].
Cylinder deactivation (CDA) is another “air path” method that can be used to
increase exhaust temperatures in lean burn engines by reducing the air-fuel ratio
(AFR). CDA has been extensively studied as a method for efficiency improvement in
spark ignited (SI) engines and is implemented in several production vehicles equipped
with SI engines [13]. CDA implemented in SI engines reduces the amount of throttling
required at low loads to stay at stoichiometric conditions, enabling a reduction in
pumping penalty. However, few studies have been conducted regarding the use of
CDA in diesel engines as a method for improving fuel economy or aftertreatment
thermal management [14–16].
4
1.1.2 Fuel economy at high speed/high load conditions
Figure 1.3 shows the fuel based 8 modes for HDFTP, the size of the bubble and
the value near it show the percentage of quantity of fuel. The shaded portion has
nearly 53.5% of fuel consumed.
Figure 1.3. HDFTP Drive cycle analysis with fuel based mode
(shaded portion represents high speed/high load working conditions)
Engine operation with high speed/high load generates high exhaust temperature
for after-treatment benefit (per Figure 1.2). With high fuel consumption, direct fuel
economy is critical for high speed/high load conditions.
1.2 Cylinder deactivation
Cylinder deactivation (CDA) is a VVA strategy by deactivating some of the cylin-
ders, which can be used to increase exhaust temperatures in lean burn engines by
5
reducing the air-fuel ratio (AFR). Figure 1.4 illustrates the normal 6 cylinder oper-
ation in the engine. All the intake and exhaust valves are open and fuel is injected
into all the cylinders. Cylinder deactivation is illustrated in Figure 1.5 and 1.6, with
3 cylinders and 2 cylinders being deactivated, respectively. During cylinder deacti-
vation, the valves of the deactivated cylinders are closed, fueling is also cut for those
cylinders, so that the effective displacement is reduced to only the deactivated cylin-
ders. For 3 cylinder CDA, only half of the cylinders are activated, resulting in a
50% reduction in displaced volume. 2 cylinder CDA results in a 33% reduction in
displaced volume.
Figure 1.4. Nominal 6 cylinder operation
CDA has been extensively studied as a method for efficiency improvement in
spark-ignited (SI) engines and is implemented in several production vehicles. CDA
implemented in SI engines reduces the amount of throttling required at low loads to
maintain stoichiometric conditions, enabling a reduction in pumping penalty. How-
ever, few studies have been conducted regarding to the use of CDA in diesel engines
as a method for improving fuel economy or after-treatment thermal management.
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Figure 1.5. CDA with 3 cylinders deactivated
Figure 1.6. CDA with 2 cylinders deactivated
1.3 Valve profile design
Fuel efficiency, power output and exhaust emission of a diesel engine significantly
depend on the flow through intake and exhaust valves. Nominal profiles of the in-
take and exhaust valves for this Cummins 6-cylinder engine and the valve variables
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are shown in Figure 1.7. In this study, the slope is kept around the same for IVC
modulation study or valve profile optimization study.
EVO IVO EVC IVC
Maximum exhaust valve lift
Maximum intake valve lift
Overlap
Figure 1.7. Nominal valve profile and valve variables on the profile
The fixed valve events for conventional cam controlled engines compromises engine
performance under all operating conditions as they are chosen to take advantage
of flow inertia to optimize the volumetric efficiency at a majority of the frequently
driven operating points. The inlet valve timing is the most important parameter for
optimizing the engine volumetric efficiency, whereas the exhaust valve timing controls
the residual gas fraction, which reduces exhaust NOx emission. The optimum valve
timing is a trade-off between low speeds and high speeds, particularly when the engine
has a very wide range of operating speeds.
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To operate the engine over its entire operating range and conditions, the valve
events should be able to vary with speed and load anywhere on the engine map.
Variable valve actuation (VVA) system enables cylinder-independent, cycle-to-cycle
control of engine’s valve events, which are valve opening timings, valve closing tim-
ings, valve lift and the tamp rates/velocity of the profiles, which affects the following
aspects:
1. volumetric efficiency (i.e., air flow or air-fuel ratio capacility)
2. pumping loss and engine delta P control
3. mechanical friction
4. engine noise
5. regulating engine air/gas flow to achieve advanced features.
IVC modulation
The optimum IVC timing in conventional cam-driven fixed valve train is deter-
mined to maximize volumetric efficiency for most of the operating conditions. Chang-
ing IVC timing alters the effective compression ratio and may largely impact the ther-
modynamic cycle performance and emissions of the engine. Changing IVC timing is
also the most effective way to reduce the amount of engine flow without incurring
throttle loss as would occur using an intake throttle valve.
Figure 1.8 shows an example of cam profiles with IVC modulation. Early and late
IVC are illustrated. As shown, the IVC timing is modulated while other timings are
fixed, as well as the slopes of the valve lifts.
EVO modulation
The optimum EVO timing is usually determined by an appropriate balance in
engine performance between the usable work during the expansion stroke and the
pumping loss during the exhaust stroke. Changing EVO alters the effective engine
expansion ratio and hence has a large impact on the thermodynamic cycle efficiency
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Figure 1.8. Cam profiles for nominal and IVC modulations
of the engine. An excessively advanced (or early) EVO timing (i.e., toward the firing
TDC) results in excessive loss in indicated power and causes a penalty in BSFC [17].
An excessively retarded (or late) EVO timing results in high pumping loss, especially
at high engine speeds when the engine air flow rate is high, thus also causing an
increase in BSFC.
EVC modulation
The optimum EVC timing is a balance among the following three parameters:
exhaust valve recession or piston cutout, pumping loss, and residual gas. Residual
fraction is essentially hot internal EGR. It affects the breathing quality of the engine,
and reduces the amount of fresh air and external cooled EGR that the engine can
induct. A too-early EVC timing may result in excessively high pumping loss and
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residual gas. A too-late EVC timing requires a large valve recession in order to avoid
the valve-to-piston contact near the TDC. It may also induce undesirable backflow or
reverse flow of the burned exhaust gas from the exhaust manifold into the cylinder.
Also a later EVC timing may reduce pumping loss due to the larger exhaust valve
flow area during the later part of the exhaust stroke.
IVO modulation
Similar to the effect given by EVC, the optimum IVO timing is determined by the
balance among the following three parameters: intake valve recession or piston cutout,
pumping loss, and the residue gas trapped. A too-early IVO timing may require a
large valve recession in order to avoid the valve-to-piston contact and may also induce
backflow of the exhaust gas flowing from the cylinder or the exhaust manifold into
the intake manifold. The backflow reduces the breathing capacity of the engine for
inducting the fresh air. Also an earlier IVO timing may reduce pumping loss due to
larger intake valve flow area during the early part of the intake stroke.
Valve profile optimization
Optimization of valve profile includes the change in valve timings and valve lifts,
as well as the engine combustion variables such as rail pressure, EGR fraction, VGT
position and injection timings. Engine performance is the tradeoff between all these
variables. With the valve profile optimization, the engine is able to achieve the de-
sired performance (fuel consumption, emission, etc) with all these variables changing.
Figure 1.9 shows an example of valve profile optimization. It can be seen that all the
valve timings and two valve lifts are all changed while the slope is kept almost the
same.
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Figure 1.9. An example of valve optimization
1.4 Literature Review
1.4.1 Cylinder deactivation for thermal management
A GT-Power study at 1500 rpm and two bar BMEP conducted by K. Edwards et
al. [14] simulated the deactivation of a single cylinder in a GM 1.9-L light duty diesel
engine by eliminating fuel injection, and leaving the intake and exhaust valves open
and closed, respectively, throughout the cycle. The exhaust temperature increased by
15◦C. Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) increased by 14 g/kw-hr. The increase
in fuel consumption was attributed to increased heat transfer and the residual friction
losses in the deactivated cylinder.
Foster et al. [15] simulated CDA using a model of a six-cylinder compression igni-
tion engine equipped with a turbocharger operating at 1800 rpm and a BMEP of nine
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bar. The results showed that deactivating three of the six cylinders increased exhaust
gas temperatures at the exit of the turbocharger by 320◦C C. The authors concluded
that these increased temperatures could be used to improve NOx absorption, NOx
reduction, diesel particulate trap purging, and desulfation of a NOx absorber.
Several of the authors of the present study illustrated in prior work [16] that
cylinder deactivation can be used to achieve an improvement in the engine exhaust
temperature and fuel consumption tradeoff at “loaded” and “lightly loaded” idle
conditions (800rpm/0.26bar and 800rpm/2.5bar, respectively) through increases in
open and closed cycle efficiencies.
1.4.2 IVC modulation
Intake valve closing timing modulation has been widely studied for fuel efficiency
and thermal management and showed great impact for diesel engines. Garg et al. [18]
studied fuel-efficient exhaust thermal management using cylinder throttling via intake
valve closing timing modulation at 1200 rpm, 2.5 bar BMEP and noticed that a larger
delay in IVC timing is required to get the same impact as an EIVC strategy.
Modiyani et al. [19] investigated on the experimental validation about IVC-ECR
relationship for multi-cylinder turbocharged engines with high pressure EGR. They
showed that the volumetric efficiency generally achieves a maximum value near the
conventional IVC setting and decreases for early and late modulation. And as the
ECR is lowered the volumetric efficiency will also reduce. IVC impact on combustion
is also studied and showed that the pressure and temperature at the end of the
compression stroke reduces as IVC timing is advanced or retarded through a decrease
in piston-motion-induced compression. This results in more premixing of fuel and
air, which results in more fuel being consumed in the premixed mode and less in the
diffusion mode in comparison to the nominal IVC case.
Mahrous et al. [20] showed that engine air flow and volumetric efficiency both
decrease if the intake valves are closed later or earlier than conventional timing. Yang
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et al. [21] used 1-D simulation model to investigate on emission reduction by late IVC
modulation.
1.4.3 High load VVA strategies
Parvate-Patil et al. [22] studied the valve timing effects on single cylinder diesel
engine and showed using LIVC can be beneficial due to increased intake area and
dynamic charging at higher RPMs . It might be possible to open variable geometry
turbocharger (VGT) to get similar air flow at similar intake manifold pressure (IMP),
which improves compressor efficiency. It also shows EIVC can be helpful at lower
speeds to reduce pumping losses and decrease NOx.
Deng et al. [23] investigated variable valve timing (VVT) effect on BSFC in a
heavy duty diesel engine using a 6.6L turbodiesel simulation, which showed around
2% BSFC benefit at 1600 rpm and 3% - 6% BSFC benefit at 2200 rpm through LIVC
at mid to full loads via reduced pumping losses. EIVC produced no benefit at either
speed.
Lancefield et al. [24] simulated a 2.2L turbodiesel at full load operation at 1000
rpm and 1600 rpm, showing 6.3% - 8.2% increase of torque by advancing IVC to get
optimal volumetric efficiency with fuel constant. It also showed 8.6% - 12.6% increase
of torque by advancing EVO from increased boost with AFR constant.
1.5 Contributions
The work presented here seeks to fuel economy and thermal management benefit of
valve train flexibility including CDA, IVC modulation and valve profile optimization
on a multi-cylinder diesel engine. Contributions include:
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1.5.1 Two cylinder deactivated and three cylinder deactivated at Cruise
Condition for active DPF regeneration
Cylinder deactivation was investigated experimentally with two cylinders and
three cylinders being deactivated to enable engine operating at cruise condition (1200rpm/7.6bar)
with better trade-off between thermal efficiency and after-treatment thermal manage-
ment. The deactivation of two or three cylinders can be used to reach engine outlet
temperatures of 520-570◦C at the highway cruise condition - enabling the elimination
of the hydrocarbon dosing of an oxidation catalyst or burner to reach the required
filter-inlet regeneration conditions. This is a result of a reduction in the air-to-fuel ra-
tio realized by reducing the displaced cylinder volume through cylinder deactivation.
Also, cylinder deactivation increases the rate at which the DPF will heat-up.
1.5.2 Fuel Economy at High Speed High Load Condition via IVC modu-
lation
Late intake valve closure modulation was investigated experimentally at 2200
rpm/12.7 bar BMEP, a high speed high load conditon where engine spends more
than 25% of fuel over HDFTP. The engine is enabled to breathe more air by the ad-
vantage of dynamic charging and thus increasing EGR fraction with air-to-fuel ratio
maintained. Delaying IVC by 30 degrees from 565 CA to 595 CA increases volumetric
efficiency by about 3% via ’dynamic charging’. While maintaining air-to-fuel ratio,
EGR fraction is increased, which is possible via volumetric efficiency increase. Then
it is possible to advance SOI to decrease fuel consumption because EGR fraction in-
crease allows this without BSNOx going up. The recipe of ’dynamic charging’ works
for high speed conditions, so it would help fuel consumption for the whole HDFTP
with implementing this ’recipe’ into all high speed conditions.
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1.5.3 Model based valve profile optimization
GT-Power simulation model was utilized to investigate on valve profile optimiza-
tion for fuel economy at high speed, high load working conditions (specifically 2200
RPM / 12.7 bar BMEP and 2200 RPM / 19 bar BMEP), where engine spends more
than half of the fuel there over HDFTP. A full DOE was explored in this work with
four combustion inputs (rail pressure, main injection timing, EGR fraction and VGT
position) and six valve profile inputs (EVO, IVO, EVC, IVC timings, exhaust and
intake valve lifts). Optimizations were conveyed with different constraints. Through
the optimization of valve profile (i.e., valve timings and valve lifts), fuel economy ben-
efits are achieved by the improvements of open cycle efficiency (OCE) and/or closed
cycle efficiency (CCE). The results showed large IVC modulations resulting in lower
ECR, helping reduce NOx and thus pumping work. It also showed more overlap in
the valve profiles would help reduce more pumping work by reducing more residual
gas in the cylinders. Also, a comparison was made between the optimizations with
and without AFR limit. The one with AFR limit showed less fuel economy benefit
due to less IVC modulations from the need of sufficient air being inducted into the
engine. However, model needs to be recalibrated to confirm the benefits on the engine
due to heat release inconsistency between them.
1.6 Thesis outline
This section outlines the author’s primary contributions to the research group’s
overall goal of investigating fuel economy and after-treatment thermal management
in a modern diesel engine. The material in this thesis is organized into five chapters,
Chapter 2: Methodology details the methods used in model-based optimiza-
tion, 1-D engine simulation and experimental work, as well as the analysis methods.
Chapter 3: Impact of Cylinder Deactivation on Active Diesel Partic-
ulate Filter Regeneration at Highway Cruise Conditions describes the work
done at cruise condition (1200 rpm, 7.63 bar BMEP) for over the road trucks. Cylin-
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der deactivation (CDA) is utilized in this work with both two cylinders deactivated
and three cylinders deactivated to improve the tradeoff between fuel consumption
and aftertreatment thermal management.
Chapter 4: Fuel Economy at High Speed High Load Condition Using
Dynamic Charging via Intake Valve Closure Timing Modulation details the
work done at 2200 rpm/12.7 bar BMEP. Engine testing with IVC modulation was
performed to get fuel consumption benefit. Via intake valve closure timing modula-
tion, it enables engine to breathe more to get dynamic charging effect, which in turn,
gets fuel consumption benefit with given NOx limit.
Chapter 5: Simulation Exploration on Valve Profile Optimization at
High Speed High Load Condition details the work done at 2200 rpm/12.7 bar
BMEP and 2200 rpm/19 bar BMEP. Simulation based DOE optimization was per-
formed to get fuel consumption benefit at certain NOx level and other mechanical
limits.
Chapter 6: Summary and Future Work summarizes the work and conclusions
and presents possibilities for future work.
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2. METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the methodologies used for the work done.
2.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental test bed used in the work is a six-cylinder direct injection diesel
engine with a static geometry compression ratio of 17.3:1 that is outfitted with high-
pressure cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), variable geometry turbine (VGT)
turbocharger, an air-to-water charge air cooler (CAC), and a common rail injection
system (as shown in Figure 2.1). Kistler 6067C and AVL QC34C in-cylinder pressure
transducers in tandem with an AVL 365C crankshaft position encoder are used with
an AVL 621 Indicom module for high-speed indicating data acquisition. Fresh air flow
is measured with a laminar flow element (LFE). Two channels of a Cambustion NDIR
Fast CO/CO2 analyzer are utilized, with one in the intake manifold and the other
in the exhaust pipe. Also used are California Analytical Instruments NDIR, HFID,
and chemiluminescence analyzers for exhaust CO2, total unburned hydrocarbons, and
NOx, respectively. A wide-band O2 sensor and an AVL 483 photo-acoustic transient
particulate matter analyzer are also instrumented in the exhaust pipe.
The multi-cylinder test bed is outfitted with a fully flexible electro-hydraulic VVA
system that enables cylinder-independent, cycle-to-cycle control of the engine’s valve
events. Figure 2.2 illustrates the operating principle of the VVA system. Each in-
take and exhaust valve pair are driven by the VVA system, such that it is possible
to change the valve opening timing, valve closing timing, valve lift, and the ramp
rates/velocity of the profiles on a cycle-to-cycle basis. High pressure hydraulic fluid
powers the system. The servo position determines the pressure difference between
the upper and lower face of the piston actuator. The piston actuator acts directly
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of experimental testbed engine
on the crosshead and actuates a valve pair. Linear variable differential transformers
(LVDT) are integrated into the piston actuator and are used to provide feedback
signals which allow the valves to be controlled to a desired profile. A summary of the
nominal engine parameters is shown in Table 2.1.
Valve control algorithms were developed in MATLAB/Simulink and are commu-
nicated with the VVA system through a dSPACE system in real time. Both intake
and exhaust valve profiles were monitored and adjusted to match the desired profiles.
All experimental data shown, and discussed in the following sections, were subject
to emissions and mechanical constraints in order to ensure relevance.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of the variable valve actuation system
2.2 Engine tradeoffs
Fuel consumption, aftertreatment thermal management, and emissions are the key
issues that need to be addressed. However, they are hard to get improved at the same
time. So the tradeoffs between them need to be considered.
2.2.1 TOT vs BSFC tradeoff
Brake specific fuel consumption represents fuel consumed per unit brake power,
which evaluates fuel consumption. Turbine outlet temperature is exhaust temperature
from the engine and goes into the aftertreatment system. The exhaust temperature
needs to be higher to improve emission conversion efficiencies. Apparently, with more
fuel burned, exhaust temperature will be higher. Thus, it is crucial to increase FC vs
TOT tradeoff, which is to improve the exhaust temperature with less fuel consumption
penalty. Figure 2.3 shows general tradeoffs between TOT and BSFC where the red
dashed curve has a better tradeoff than the solid blue one.
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Table 2.1. Nominal engine parameters
Parameter Unit Value
No. of cylinders - 6
No. of valves per cyl - 4
Firing order - 1,5,3,6,2,4
Max injection pressure bars 1800
Bore diameter mm 107
Stroke mm 124
Connecting rod length mm 192
Compression ratio - 17.3
Intake valve opening CAD 340
Intake valve closing CAD 565
Exhaust valve opening CAD 340
Exhaust valve closing CAD 380
Intake valve lift mm 8.5
Exhaust valve lift mm 10
Intake valve diameter mm 29.27
Exhaust valve diameter mm 29.4
2.2.2 BSFC improve at given BSNOx level
Brake specific nitrogen oxides (BSNOx) represent NOx emissions per unit brake
power, which evaluate NOx emissions. Similar to TOT vs BSFC, they can not get
optimized at the same time. Figure 2.4 shows a general tradeoff between BSFC and
BSNOx. For the study at high speed/high load conditions, exhaust temperature
is already high (above 450 ◦C) due to a large amount of fuel burnt there. So fuel
consumption and emission are the two key issues at high speed/high load conditions.





Figure 2.3. General TOT vs BSFC tradeoff
Figure 2.5 shows a general idea of FC improvement study. Fuel consumption benefit











Figure 2.5. General FC improvement at a given BSNOx level
2.3 Analysis
This section shows the equations and analysis methods used in the work.
2.3.1 Heat transfer analysis
Heat transfer has a great impact on system closed cycle efficiency (CCE) as ef-
ficiency goes down with more heat being transferred. Based on first law in thermo-
dynamics, Equation 2.1 and 2.2 show the calculation of in-cylinder heat transfer and
total heat transfer, respectively.
Qcyl = mf × LHV +mc × hIM −mep × hep −W (2.1)
Qtot = mf × LHV +mair × hair −me × he −W (2.2)
where LHV is the lower heating value for diesel fuel, mf , mc, mep, me are the fuel
amount injected into the engine, charge flow amount into the intake manifold, ex-
haust mass flow amount from exhaust manifold and exhaust mass flow from the
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turbine/engine. hIM , hep, hair, he stand for the enthalpy for charge flow into the in-
take manifold, exhaust flow from exhaust manifold/port, air into the engine, exhaust
flow from the engine, respectively. W is the work generated by the engine.
2.3.2 Brake thermal efficiency analysis
In engine testing, the specificifuel consumption (sfc) - fuel flow rate per unit
power output - measures how efficiently engine uses the fuel supplied to produce
work. Another parameter (brake thermal efficiency, or BTE), the ratio of the work
produced per cycle to the amount of fuel energy supplied per cycle that can be released
in the combustion process, gives a dimensionless value that relates engine output to
the necessary input, which also measures the efficiency of the engine. BTE and BSFC

















2.3.3 Cycle efficiency and efficiency breakdown
Cycle efficiency analysis is used to understand the impact of CDA and valve train
flexibility. The brake thermal efficiency (BTE) of the engine is the product of closed
cycle efficiency (CCE), open cycle efficiency (OCE), and mechanical efficiency (ME),
as shown in Equation 2.4.
BTE = ηclose cycle × ηopen cycle × ηmechanical (2.4)
Closed cycle efficiency is impacted by combustion completeness, piston expansion
work, and in-cylinder heat transfer. Open cycle efficiency quantifies the efficiency of
the gas exchange and is impacted by turbine and compressor efficiency, and pressure
differences between the intake and exhaust manifold. Mechanical efficiency captures
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the losses from friction and parasitic loads. Detailed introduction to closed, open,
and mechanical efficiencies explained in [2].
To get the contributions of each individual efficiency to further analyze the ben-
efit from each cycle efficiency, efficiency breakdown is taken into consideration by
differentiating the BTE equation as shown in Equation 2.4.
BTE = ηcηoηm
∂BTE = ηoηm∂ηc + ηcηm∂ηo + ηoηc∂ηm
which gives,
∆BTE = ηoηm∆ηc + ηcηm∆ηo + ηoηc∆ηm (2.5)
the first term on the right hand side stands for the BTE change from the closed
cycle part, the second term is from the open cycle part, and the third term is from
mechanical part.
∆BTE = ∆BTEc + ∆BTEo + ∆BTEm
where,
∆BTEc = ηoηm∆ηc (2.6)
∆BTEo = ηcηm∆ηo (2.7)
∆BTEm = ηoηc∆ηm (2.8)
By defining these, efficiency breakdown can be utilized to quantitatively analyze
each individual benefit source for the fuel consumption.
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3. IMPACT OF CYLINDER DEACTIVATION ON ACTIVE DIESEL
PARTICULATE FILTER REGENERATION AT HIGHWAY CRUISE
CONDITIONS
The efforts described in this chapter focus on fuel economy and exhaust thermal
management of a turbocharged multi-cylinder diesel engine utilizing cylinder deacti-
vation at a 1200 rpm/7.6 bar BMEP“highway cruise” condition. The emphasis is on
the cruise conditions given the significant amount of time that heavy, over-the-road
trucks spend at this operating condition. It will be shown that the deactivation of
two or three cylinders can be used to reach engine outlet temperatures of 520-570◦C
at the highway cruise condition - enabling the elimination of the hydrocarbon dosing
of an oxidation catalyst or burner to reach the required filter-inlet regeneration con-
ditions. This is a result of a reduction in the air-to-fuel ratio realized by reducing the
displaced cylinder volume through cylinder deactivation.
3.1 Emission constraints
All experimental data shown and discussed in this chapter were subject to emis-
sions and mechanical constraints in order to ensure relevance. Engine-out emissions
limits were used for NOx, unburned hydrocarbon (UHC), and particulate matter
(PM) emissions. These limits are consistent with meeting tailpipe (e.g., post af-
tertreatment components) limits with modern aftertreatment (DOC, DPF, and SCR
systems), as shown in Table 3.1. Also, there’s a constraint for TOP and exhaust flow
rate. Mechanical constraints are also considered in the experiments to prevent any
damage or break to the hardware, as shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1. Emission Limits
Operating condition NOx UHC PM
Highway cruise ≤ 2.0 g/kW − hr ≤ 120 ppm ≤ 1.5 FSN
Table 3.2. Mechanical Constraints
Mechanical parameter Unit Upper bond
Turbine inlet temperature ◦C 760
Compressor outlet temperature ◦C 230
Turbo speed kRPM 126
Peak cylinder pressure bar 172
Exhaust manifold pressure bar 500
Pressure rise rate bar/ms 100
AFR - 17
3.2 CDA methodology and operating ranges
The trade-offs between exhaust temperature and fuel consumption were deter-
mined for both conventional six-cylinder and cylinder deactivated operation through
modulation of fuel injection timing, rail pressure, EGR valve position, and VGT tur-
bocharger position. Deactivation of two cylinders (2 deactivate cyl.) was realized
by deactivating fueling and valve motions for two of the six cylinders (per Figure
1.6). Likewise, deactivation of three cylinders (3 deactivated cyl.) was realized by
deactivating fueling and valve motions for three of the six cylinders (per Figure 1.5).
The range of engine parameters considered are summarized in Table 3.3. The spacing
between the pilot and main pulse, and pilot fueling amount, were kept the same as
the stock engine calibration.
Cycle efficiency analysis was used to understand the impact of CDA and valve
train flexibility. The brake thermal efficiency (BTE) of the engine is the product of
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Table 3.3. The Range of Engine Parameters
Engine parameter unit min max
Main injection pulse ATDC -5 15
Rail Pressure bar 800 1800
EGR valve position - 0 80%
VGT turbocharger position % 0 100
closed cycle efficiency, open cycle efficiency, and mechanical efficiency (as shown in
Equation 2.4). Closed cycle efficiency is impacted by combustion completeness, piston
expansion work, and in-cylinder heat transfer. Open cycle efficiency quantifies the ef-
ficiency of the gas exchange and is impacted by turbine and compressor efficiency, and
pressure differences between the intake and exhaust manifold. Mechanical efficiency
capatures losses from friction and parasitic loads.
3.3 Experimental Results
3.3.1 BSFC vs TOT tradeoff
Figure 3.1 demonstrates that cylinder deactivation allows an improved turbine
outlet temperature vs. BSFC trade-off for exhaust aftertreatment thermal man-
agement. Specifically, cylinder deactivation enables turbine outlet temperatures of
520 − 550 ◦C, which is hot enough to actively regenerate a DPF without fuel-dosing
a DOC or burner. In constrast, 420 ◦C is the highest temperature possible when all
six cylinders are activated, even when late in-cylinder main fuel injection is used.
Figure 3.1 shows that at the highway cruise condition the lowest BSFC is achieved
when all six cylinders are activated. This is in contrast to improved efficiencies with
cylinder deactivation at lower loads (≤ approximatedly 2.5 bar). The 7-18% higher
minimum BSFC with cylinder deactivation at the cruise condition is a result of the
larger amounts of fuel which must be injected into the activated cylinders to maintain
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the same engine load by increasing the activated per-cylinder work as shown in Figure
3.2. As shown in Figure 3.3, increases in injected fuel mass result in a larger injection
interval causing spread out, delayed heat release, both of which decrease the closed
cycle efficiency (2nd sub-plot in Figure 3.1). The fact that cylinder deactivation
decreases the fuel economy of the engine during the highway cruise condition is not
a surprise, as the stock engine is optimized/calibrated with a significant emphasis on
the highway cruise condition.
However, when the goal is to increase exhaust gas temperatures for exhaust ther-
mal management (for instance, for active particulate filter regeneration) there are
benefits to cylinder deactivation. Figure 3.1 demonstrates that turbine outlet tem-
peratures in excess of 550 ◦C are possible with cylinder deactivation, whereas the
maximum possible temperature during six cylinder operation does not exceed 420 ◦C.
The start of main injection (SOI) was delayed during both six-cylinder and cylinder
deactivated operation to realize increases in turbine outlet temperatures. Delaying
SOI results in a delay of the in-cylinder heat release, decreasing closed cycle efficiency,
and requiring more fuel to maintain load. The delayed heat release and higher fuel-
ing are consistent with higher turbine outlet temperatures, as shown in Figure 3.1.
However, there are diminishing returns. As a specific example, delaying SOI during
six-cylinder operation resulted in an increase in turbine outlet temperature from 350
to 420 ◦C, but also an increase in the air flow, charge flow, and air-to-fuel ratio from
more turbocharger boosting as a result of higher turbine inlet enthalpies. As shown,
the air-to-fuel ratios increase for both conventional and cylinder-deactivated models
as SOI is delayed. Increases in air-to-fuel ratio are counterproductive with regard to
increasing turbine outlet temperatures. In short, this is the reason why the turbine
outlet temperatures for six-cylinder, two deactivated cylinder, and three deactivated
cylinder modes top out at 420, 520, and 570 ◦C, respectively. In fact, and as shown,
there is little additional benefit of using delayed SOI in six-cylinder operation once the
turbine outlet temperature has reached 400 ◦C - as an additional 20 ◦C temperature
rise costs an additional 20% increase in fuel consumption.
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Improved tradeoff
Figure 3.1. Result comparison for six cylinder, three deactivated, and
two deactivated cylinder operation at the highway cruise condition
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Figure 3.2. Pressure-volume diagram comparison for most efficient
six-cylinder, three deactivated cylinder, and two deactivated cylinder
modes
Higher turbine outlet temperatures are realized with cylinder deactivation through
a reduction in displaced volume. As fewer cylinders induct charge gas from the intake
manifold a reduction in the air and charge flows is realized, driving an increase in
turbine outlet temperature through reduced air-to-fuel ratios. Specifically, and as
shown in Figure 3.1, the deactivation of two and three cylinders allows engine to
operate below air-to-fuel ratios of 20 and 17, respectively, resulting in significant
(100 − 150 ◦C) increases in turbine outlet temperature. Deactivating three cylinders
clearly will result in lower air-to-fuel ratio that is between 15 and 17, very close
to stoichiometric limit. As such, particulate matter generation at this operating
condition is quite high - 2.9 FSN at 540 ◦C, and 1.8 FSN at 570 ◦C. This may not
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Figure 3.3. In-cylinder heat release and injector current comparison
for most efficient six-cylinder, three deactivated cylinder, and two
deactivated cylinder modes
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be a significant concern since active particulate filter generation would be occurring
at the same time. However, a more conservative strategy would be to just deactivate
two cylinders, during which time turbine outlet temperatures in excess of 520 ◦C are
still possible.
3.3.2 Heat transfer rates
The engine cannot directly heat the DPF above the turbine outlet temperature.
As such, there is a direct benefit of the higher temperature realized during cylinder
deactivation. However, the heat transfer rate between the exhaust gas and the DPF
does not only rely on turbine outlet temperature, but also the instantaneous exhaust
flow rate and DPF temperature. As an approximation, consider the heat transfer
rate between incoming gas and the DPF, as given in Equation 3.1:
q = C × ṁ4/5 × (TOT − TDPF ) (3.1)
where ṁ is the mass flow rate of the exhaust gas going through the catalyst/tube,
TDPF is the temperature of the DPF ”wall”, and C is a constant that depends on the
geometry and material of the DPF/tube.
Figure 3.4 shows the normalized exhaust gas-to-DPF heat transfer (calculated us-
ing Equation 3.1) as a function of DPF wall temperature for three cases with similar
BSFCs: six cylinder operation at a maximum temperature of 420 ◦C, two deactivated
cylinders at a maximum temperature of 520 ◦C, and three deactivated cylinders at
540 ◦C. In all cases, as the DPF temperature increases, the heat transfer rate be-
tween the incoming gas and DPF decreases as the (TOT − TDPF ) term in Equation
3.1 decreases. For conditions where the DPF wall temperature, TDPF , is higher than
the turbine outlet temperature, TOT , the heat flow will be negative, and the gas
flowing into the DPF will act to cool down the DPF. This scenario is shown in Fig-
ure 3.4 when the lines drop below the 0 line into the greyed area. As expected, the
lines cross that threshold at a DPF temperature corresponding to the engine turbine
outlet temperature. As illustrated, cylinder deactivation allows increases in the DPF
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Figure 3.4. Normalized exhaust gas-to-DPF heat transfer rate com-
parison - higher fuel consumption modes
temperature over 520 ◦C (note that the 570 ◦C case with 3 deactivated cylinders is
not shown in Figure 3.4). Figure 3.4 also demonstrates that for all DPF temperatures
above 0 ◦C, the heat transfer rate is higher for the cylinder deactivated cases. For
instance, when the DPF temperature is 250 ◦C the two deactivated cylinder mode
will result in a 75% increase in the heat transfer rate to the DPF (compared to 6
cylinder operation), shortening the time it will take for the DPF temperature to in-
crease. The results are even more significant at a DPF temperature of 350 ◦C, where
the two deactivated cylinder mode will result in a 300% increase in the heat transfer
rate. Additionally, the increased exhaust-to-DPF heat transfer, enabled via cylinder
deactivation, yields a decrease in the fuel consumption relative to six-cylinder opera-
tion at the highest possible turbine outlet temperature. Specifically, the deactivation
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of two and three cylinders results in BSFC reductions of 2.1% and 3.3%, respectively,
compared to the six-cylinder case.
Figure 3.5. Normalized exhaust gas-to-DPF heat transfer rate com-
parison - lower fuel consumption modes
Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of the normalized heat transfer rates for three
additional cases corresponding to the lowest fuel consumption modes (per Figure
3.1), including: the highest efficiency, 350 ◦C operation in six-cylinder mode, highest
efficiency, 450 ◦C operation in the two deactivated cylinder mode, and the 400 ◦C
operation in the six-cylinder model with slightly delayed SOI timing. Figure 3.5
shows that improved gas-to-DPF heat transfer will occur during the two cylinder
deactivated mode for DPF temperatures above approximately 220 ◦C.
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Together, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate that, compared to conventional six-
cylinder operation, cylinder deactivation is a superior strategy for increasing DPF
temperatures to levels required for active DPF regeneration.
3.4 Summary
The effort described above demonstrates that cylinder deactivation is an effective
means of actively regenerating a diesel particulate filter without a fuel doser, diesel
oxidation catalyst, or burner.
More specifically, the key observations at the 65 mile/hour highway cruise condi-
tion - 1200 rpm/7.6 bar - are:
Primary:
1. The largest engine outlet temperature achievable during six-cylinder operation
is 420 ◦C, achieved with late SOI resulting in a 22% increase in fuel consumption
(compared to the most efficient six-cylinder operating condition).
2. Deactivation of valve motions and fuel injection in two (of six) cylinders enables
engine outlet temperatures of up to 520 ◦C as a result of reduced air-to-fuel ratio.
3. Cylinder deactivation increases the rate at which the DPF will heat-up.
4. Per above, cylinder deactivation can be used to generate the 500−600 ◦C diesel
particulate filter inlet temperatures required for particulate matter regeneration with
oxygen without the need for fuel doser, diesel oxidation catalyst or burner.
Secondary
5. It is not possible to increase the efficiency (compared to the most efficient
six-cylinder operating condition) of the engine through deactivation of valve motions
and fuel injection in either two or three (of six) cylinders. Larger amounts of fuel
must be injected into the activated cylinders to maintain the same load. Increases
in injected fuel mass result in a larger injection interval causing spread out, delayed
heat release, and higher in-cylinder heat transfer, both of which decrease the closed
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cycle and brake thermal efficiencies. The result is not surprising since the highway
cruise condition is a critical design point for the engine during six-cylinder operation.
6. Deactivation of valve motions and fuel injection in three (of six) cylinders
enables engine outlet temperatures of up to 570 ◦C as a result of reduced air-to-fuel
ratio. However, the PM is in excess of 1.8 FSN due to low air-to-fuel ratios. As such,
deactivation of two cylinders (per item 2 above) may be the preferred strategy for
particulate filter regeneration.
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4. FUEL ECONOMY AT HIGH SPEED HIGH LOAD CONDITION USING
DYNAMIC CHARGING VIA INTAKE VALVE CLOSURE TIMING
MODULATION
The analytical and experimental efforts described in this chapter focus on fuel econ-
omy at 2200 rpm/12.7 bar BMEP, a high speed/high load condition. By modulating
intake valve closure timing, it can enable engine to breathe more air by the advan-
tage of dynamic charging and thus increasing EGR fraction with air-to-fuel ratio
maintained. Dynamic charging helps get fuel economy benefit without sacrificing on
emissions.
4.1 Volumetric efficiency with IVC sweep
There exist compromises in the valve timings between high-speed versus low-speed
performance and full-load versus part-load performance. Based on variable valve
actuation system, valve timing can be adjusted for different operating conditions.
Figure 4.1 shows volumetric efficiency curve with regard to IVC sweep at 2200
rpm/500 ft-lbf with no EGR. As shown, volumetric efficiency changes for different
IVC timings as it controls the amount of air into the cylinders. Nominal IVC of 565
CA does not show highest volumetric efficiency. This is not a surprise since nominal
profile is designed for best overall performance. Instead, it shows better volumetric
efficiency with IVC being delayed at this high speed. IVC of 595 CA is chosen to
further study the fuel benefit (valve profile of which is shown in Figure 4.2).
4.2 Engine recipe with late intake valve closure
With IVC being delayed from 565 CAD to 595 CAD (per Figure 4.2), engine
testing results conveyed about 1.25% FC benefit repeatedly for 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf
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Figure 4.1. Engine experimental volumetric efficiency (no EGR) vs
IVC (with nominal as 565 CA)
by IVC modulation. The ’recipe’ of this FC benefit and the reasons are: Delaying IVC
by 30 degrees from 565 CAD to 595 CAD to increase volumetric efficiency by about
3% via ’dynamic charging’; While maintaining air-to-fuel ratio, increase EGR fraction
from X% to (X+3)%, which is possible via volumetric efficiency increase; Advance
SOI by about 2 degrees to decrease fuel consumption, which is possible because EGR
fraction increase allows this without BSNOx going up.
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Figure 4.2. Valve profiles for nominal IVC and LIVC
4.3 Fuel consumption benefit
Figure 4.3 shows the BSFC vs BSNOx result for ECM (nominal IVC of 565 CA)
and LIVC. Engine operation with LIVC has IVC timing delayed from 565 CA to 595
CA. LIVC points show an approximate 1.25% decrease in BSFC (from ECM around
0.341 lb/hp-hr to LIVC around 0.337 lb/hp-hr) while BSNOx does not exceed ECM
value.
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~1.25%                 
FC-Benefit
Figure 4.3. Engine BSFC vs BSNOx between nominal IVC and LIVC
4.4 Dynamic charging effect via late intake valve closure timing
By delaying IVC timing by 30 degrees as shown in Figure 4.2, LIVC has an approx-
imately 2.5% higher volumetric efficiency, which is enabled by ’dynamic charging’, as
shown in Figure 4.4. The effect of dynamic charging enables engine to breathe similar
amount of charge flow (as shown in Figure 4.5) without turbine and compressor work-
ing harder. So more EGR flow/fraction can be obtained without drastically hurting
the OCE, as shown in Figure 4.6. As such, LIVC has around 3% more EGR fraction
than ECM (ECM: 17%, LIVC: 20%) while maintaining air-to-fuel ratio (per Figure
4.7). The benefit of higher volumetric efficiency by dynamic charging can then be




































Figure 4.6. Engine EGR fraction vs BSNOx between nominal IVC and LIVC
Figure 4.7. Engine air-to-fuel ratio vs BSNOx between nominal IVC and LIVC
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4.5 CCE improvement and cycle efficiencies
SOI for LIVC points (per Figure 4.8) is advanced by about 2 CAD to decrease
fuel consumption without BSNOx going up, which is allowed by the increase in EGR
fraction. Advanced SOI enables an approximate 2.17% improvement in closed cycle
efficiency, as shown in Figure 4.9. The improvement in CCE is due to earlier, ’more
aggressive’ heat release (per Figure 4.10), which comes from earlier injection timing
and slightly shorter injection duration enabled by slightly higher rail pressure.
LIVC: 2 deg earlier SOI
Figure 4.8. Engine SOI vs BSNOx between nominal IVC and LIVC
OCE is decreased by 0.23% with EGR fraction increased from around 17% to
around 20% for LIVC (per Figure 4.11). It shows in PV diagram (Figure 4.13) that
LIVC has a slightly bigger pumping loop, which explains the slightly lower OCE.
Higher peak pressure for LIVC is due to earlier, more aggressive combustion enabled
from earlier injection (per Figure 4.8).
Mechanical efficiency is slightly decreased by 0.67% due to more friction loss from
late IVC (per Figure 4.12).
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LIVC: 2.17% higher CCE



















































Figure 4.10. Engine heat release and injector current between ECM and LIVC
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LIVC: 0.23% lower OCE 
(with 3% higher EGR)
Figure 4.11. Engine OCE vs BSNOx between nominal IVC and LIVC
LIVC: 0.67% lower 
mechanical efficiency
Figure 4.12. Engine mechanical efficiency vs BSNOx between nomi-
nal IVC and LIVC
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Figure 4.13. Engine PV diagram between ECM and LIVC
Table 4.1. 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf Engine test
Experiment BSFC BTE ∆BTE ∆BTEc ∆BTEo ∆BTEm
Unit g/hp-hr - - - - -
ECM (avg) 0.3410 0.4032 - - - -
LIVC (avg) 0.3368 0.4083 1.27% 2.17% -0.23% -0.67%
Efficiency breakdown is calculated and analyzed as shown in Table 4.1. The
values are based on the average of three ECM points and the average of four LIVC
points. It can be seen that all the fuel consumption benefit comes from CCE since
OCE and mechanical efficiency improvements are both negative. CCE does not only
compensate for OCE and ME decrease, but also helps get BTE benefit (per CCE
column in Table 4.1).
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4.6 Summary
The results shown previously demonstrate that IVC modulation at high speed
is an effective way of achieving higher volumetric efficiency from dynamic charging
and in turn helps fuel efficiency with NOx within limit. By modulating intake valve
closure timing, it can enable engine to breathe more air by the advantage of dy-
namic charging and thus increasing EGR fraction with air-to-fuel ratio maintained.
The strategy of ”dynamic charging” helps get fuel economy benefit by around 1.25%
without sacrificing BSNOx.
The ’recipe’ of this FC benefit and the reasons are: IVC is delayed by 30 de-
grees from 565 CA to 595 CA, which increase volumetric efficiency by about 3%
via ’dynamic charging’; With higher volumetric efficiency, it is possible to increase
EGR fraction from X% to (X+3)% while air-to-fuel ratio is maintained; Then SOI
is enabled to be advanced by about 2 degrees to decrease fuel consumption, which is
possible because EGR fraction increase allows this without BSNOx going up.
The dynamic charging is an effect that drives more flow into the cylinders without
VGT working harder. This effect applies for high speed conditions, so it is possible
to implement this recipe to all the high speed conditions to HDFTP drive cycle
and examine for the overall fuel consumption benefit. The increase in volumetric
efficiency for IVC modulated from 565 CAD to 595 CAD also shows that the nominal
valve timings were not designed for optimized performance at high speed/high load
conditions. With the help of VVA system, optimized valve profile can vary depending
on engine speeds and engine loads.
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5. SIMULATION EXPLORATION ON VALVE PROFILE OPTIMIZATION AT
HIGH SPEED HIGH LOAD CONDITION
The work described in this chapter focuses on valve profile optimization based on GT-
Power model simulation on fuel economy at high speed/high load working conditions
(specifically 2200 rpm/12.7 bar BMEP and 2200 rpm/19 bar BMEP), where engine
spends more than half of the fuel there over HDFTP. Simulation-based DOE and
optimization of valve profiles are realized by the usage of variable valve actuation
(VVA) system. It will be shown that through the optimization of valve profile (i.e.,
valve timings and valve lifts), fuel economy benefits are achieved by the improvements
of open cycle efficiency (OCE) and/or closed cycle efficiency (CCE).
5.1 Analytical Model Calibration and Validation in GT-Power
Engine testing is the direct way to evaluate advanced combustion recipes and
control techniques. However, engine testing consumes time and fuel, especially at
high speed/high load conditions. And the results can be affected by many factors,
such as fuel quality, sensor and actuator accuracy, and test cell environment. As
such, simulation-based optimization/calibration has its merits. Engine simulation
tests provide an efficient and low cost way for new strategy exploration. Simulation
supports data analysis with information which cannot be measured on the test bed
such as residuals inside the cylinder. Furthermore, models provide the theoretical
basis for hypothesis development and guide the experimental work.
Common 1-dimensional simulation tools for engine research include GT-Power,
Simulink by MATLAB or in-house codes [21,25]. Others use code generated based on
thermodynamic principles with 3-D models to describe particular physical processes,
such as KIVA and Simulink+FLUENT [26–28]. For this study, GT-Power model is
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used, based on the experimental test cell geometries and validated from the test cell
data.
5.1.1 Combustion Model
The combustion model chosen in this study was the DIpulse model framework.
This combustion model predicts the instantaneous burned rate of injected fuel based
on estimated in-cylinder pressure and temperature. The model characterizes the
combustion process with four parameters, including entrainment rate of fuel spray,
ignition delay, premixed combustion rate and diffusion combustion rate. Coupled with
the combustion model, the fuel injector was modeled using interpolation of injection
maps with corresponding rail pressure and engine speed. The hydraulic delay and
electric delay of the injectors were calibrated using a previous effort [29] for this
specific engine.
5.1.2 VVA Model
Valve profile algorithm is based on the mathematical calculations from instanta-
neous crank angle and the inputs of valve timings and valve lifts. The algorithm of
the model is the same as the one in the test cell. Each cylinder is implemented with
one algorithm to realize the cycle-to-cycle, cylinder-to-cylinder based VVA strategy.
By using that, the valves are able to achieve desired profiles. It is easy to control the
valves to be closed for cylinder deactivation simulation and different profiles for IVC
modulation or valve profile optimizations.
5.1.3 Model validation
A well-calibrated GT-Power model of a multi-cylinder diesel engine should be able
to predict BSFC within 5%, BSNOx within 25%, temperatures and pressures within
3%. The model was validated with engine data for both 6 cylinder operation and
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3 cylinder deactivation operations with and without LIVC. Upon validation, VGT
positions were slightly tuned to get fresh air flow matched and EGR positions were
adjusted to get EGR fraction matched. Model validation supported the model to be
effectively used for the study.
5.2 DOE and optimizations
In this work, a GT-Power model calibrated by Cummins was used to simulate a
2010 ISB Cummins diesel engine. Using this high fidelity model the optimization pro-
cess started with a design of experiments (DOE). The independent variables included
combustion variables, which were rail pressure, injection timing, EGR fraction and
VGT position, and VVA variables, which were valve timings and valve lifts. These in-
puts need to be limited in reasonable and wide ranges. A trade-off of model accuracy
and computing time exists in different methods to create a DOE.
The work flow in Figure 5.1 shows the optimization process. DOE is built based
on different independent variables and then run through engine simulation model.
DOE results are used to generate regression models for BSFC, BSNOx, AFR, and
other engine constraints separately. Iterations of regression models and re-ranged
DOE may be needed to achieve accurate regression models. Regression model accu-
racy is interpreted by R-squared term in linear fit models. Using generated regression
model, a set of inputs are optimized to find the lowest BSFC at target BSNOx values,
and some other constraints, such as AFR, also with physical constraints not being
violated. Optimizations use the multi-start constrained non-linear multi-variable re-
sults function in Matlab to obtain a global optimized value. The regression model
based optimizations are then validated through the simulation model to confirm the
optimizations.
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Figure 5.1. DOE, Regression and Optimization process
5.2.1 DOE variables and ranges
GT-Power based DOE work includes four independent variables from the combus-
tion side (Rail pressure, Injection timing, EGR fraction and VGT position) and six
independent variables from the VVA side (EVO, EVC, IVO, IVC timings, exhaust
valve lift and intake valve lift), as shown in Table 5.1. Optimizations were executed
with fmincon/MATLAB. Two operating conditions were chosen according to the fuel
based 8 modes of HDFTP drive cycle (per Figure 1.3), 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf and 2200
rpm/750 ft-lbf, where engine consumes a lot of fuel there, and the latter one is near
rated condition.
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Table 5.1. DOE and optimization independent variables







The optimizations shown and discussed in this chapter were subject to emissions
and mechanical constraints in order to ensure relevance. It is especially critical to
restrict the constraints at high speed/high load conditions, particularly at, or near,
rated condition, to prevent any damage or break to the hardware. The optimization
constraints are shown in Table 5.2. The optimizations were performed with and
without lower bound constraints for AFR in the optimizations at 2200 rpm/750 ft-
lbf.
Table 5.2. Optimization: Minimize BSFC with constraints
Unit 2200/500 2200/750
BSNOx g/hp-hr 2.21 3.0
Peak cylinder pressure bar 172 172
Turbine inlet temperature ◦C 760 760
Compressor outlet temperature ◦C 230 230
Turbo speed kRPM 126 126
Exhaust manifold pressure bar 500 500
Pressure rise rate bar/ms 100 100
AFR - - depends
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In this work, both the combustion part variables and VVA part variables are
considered to do a full DOE work. The DOE ranges, as shown in Table 5.3, are
chosen such that desired torques can be achieved within the ranges, and a good
regression model can be thus generated, which allows an accurate optimization result.
DOE ranges are different for the two torque cases such that different torques can be
achieved with required EGR fractions, air flows, etc. The whole DOE, regression and
optimization process is shown in Figure 5.1 in Chapter 2.
Table 5.3. DOE ranges for cam profile optimization
2200/500 2200/750
Independent Variables Unit Range Range
Rail Pressure bar 1500 - 1800 1500 - 1800
SOI deg ATDC (-9) - (5) (-11) - (-5)
EGR Fraction % 10 - 25 15 - 25
VGT Position % close 50 - 70 50 - 68
IVC CA 540 - 640 540 - 640
EVO CA 100 - 140 100 - 140
IVO CA 320 - 340 330 - 345
EVC CA 360 - 395 360 - 395
Exhaust Lift mm 9 - 12 9 - 12
Intake Lift mm 8 - 11 8 - 11
5.2.2 Optimizations
One point is simulated and predicted by the model with the same settings as in the
fuel map (called ’Fuel Map predicted by model’ in the Figures). The optimizations
are achieved utilizing Matlab fmincon function. Five optimizations are executed with
different constraints, as shown in Table 5.4. The first optimization only utilizes the
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combustion part variables such that the valve profiles are kept the same as stock valve
profiles. The second and third ones add intake valve closure timing into the optimiza-
tion function so that IVC can be changed, as well as combustion part variables. The
fourth and fifth ones include fully flexible VVA such that all the valve timings and
both the intake and exhaust lifts can be varied. Early intake valve closure timing and
late intake valve closure timing are separated into different optimizations so that the
benefits of EIVC and LIVC can be compared. The fuel economy benefits are based on
the first optimization (optimization with combustion part) so that fuel benefit from
IVC modulation and valve profile optimization/VVA can be directly compared.
Table 5.4. Valve Profile Optimizations
Optimization 1: minimize BSFC with combustion part only
Optimization 2: minimize BSFC with combustion and EIVC
Optimization 3: minimize BSFC with combustion and LIVC
Optimization 4: minimize BSFC with combustion and full VVA (EIVC only)
Optimization 5: minimize BSFC with combustion and full VVA (LIVC only)
5.3 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf
For 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbs, 2% fuel consumption benefit can be achieved from the
model. The result is shown in Figure 5.2. Combustion point (optimized with Rail
pressure, SOI, EGR and VGT) has slightly better FC than fuel map. Compared
with this combustion point, around 1.5% benefit can be achieved by adding IVC
modulation into the optimization and around 2.0% benefit by adding fully flexible
VVA. Valve profiles for these five optimizations are shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.4. Late
IVC is delayed to 640 CAD and early IVC is advanced to 540 CAD. Figure 5.5 below
shows the inputs from combustion side.
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5.3.1 Optimizations with combustion and IVC moduluation
Varying IVC timing to EIVC 540 CA or LIVC 640 CA yields a lower effective
compression ratio (as shown in Figure 5.10). The decrease in ECR leads to a reduction
in NOx at same EGR fraction, thereby allowing a reduction in EGR fraction to
maintain the same NOx level. With lower demanded EGR fraction, desired delta
pressure to drive EGR is lower. So exhaust pressure decreases with lower EGR
fraction (as shown in Figure 5.5), allowing for a lower pumping work. As shown in
Figure 5.6 for PV diagrams, both LIVC and EIVC have smaller pumping loops than
combustion due to the pressure decrease in the exhaust stroke.
Lower pumping loop in turn yields higher open cycle efficiency. As shown in
Figure 5.13, OCE is increased from 0.9325 to 0.945 for EIVC and 0.95 for LIVC,











Figure 5.2. Model optimization result: BSFC vs BSNOx at 2200
rpm/500 ft-lbf (values represent FC benefits compared to combustion
point)
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Figure 5.3. Model optimization result: cam profiles with EIVC at
2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf




Figure 5.5. Combustion inputs for 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf model optimization
Advancing or delaying IVC timing also improves BSNOx/BSFC tradeoff by allow-
ing early combustion event. The modest advance in SOI (per Figure 5.5) generates
earlier combustion. As shown in Figure 5.7, ’EIVC’ has earlier heat release rate than
’Combustion’, and ’LIVC’ is even earlier. As such, ’EIVC’ gets fuel consumption
benefits via higher closed cycle efficiency.
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Advancing IVC to 540 CA and delaying IVC to 640 CA also give lower volumetric
efficiency (per Figure 5.11). A reduction in volumetric efficiency results in a reduction
in charge flow, air flow and thus AFR.
Figure 5.6. PV diagrams for 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf model optimization
with variable IVCs
5.3.2 Optimizations with combustion and fully flexible VVA
Optimizations with fully functional VVA generate more valve overlap (as shown
in Figure 5.3 and 5.4), further improve OCE by reducing even more pumping work.
The higher exhaust valve lift near TDC pushes more residual gas out of the cylin-
ders, resulting in more pressure drop during the exhaust stroke, which reduces more
pumping work and helps improve OCE. Figure 5.8 and 5.9 show PV diagrams for
adding fully flexible VVA into the optimizations. The green line (optimization with

























































Figure 5.7. Injection rate and heat release for 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf
model optimization with variable IVCs
blue line (optimization with EIVC), and so does the orange line in Figure 5.9. From
Figure 5.13, it shows great changes in OCE with adding fully flexible VVA into the
optimizations, while there is nearly no change for CCE (per Figure 5.13).
5.3.3 Efficiency Breakdown
Both LIVC and EIVC help improve fuel economy. Each case demonstrates sig-
nificant fuel benefits from OCE, however EIVC receives marginal fuel benefits from
CCE. Table 5.5 shows the breakdown of efficiencies and benefits. As shown, BTE
improvement from OCE is the main drive for fuel consumption benefits.
It also shows that optimizations with fully flexible VVA can get even more OCE
benefit with the help of more overlap, as was explained before. It also can be seen
that the fuel benefits for optimization with VVA mainly come from variable IVC.
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Figure 5.8. PV diagrams for 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf model optimization
with EIVC and VVA(EIVC)
Figure 5.9. PV diagrams for 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf model optimization
with LIVC and VVA(LIVC)
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Figure 5.10. Model optimization result: ECR vs BSNOx at 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf
Figure 5.11. Model optimization result: volumetric efficiency vs
BSNOx at 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf
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Figure 5.12. Model optimization result: closed cycle efficiency vs
BSNOx at 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf
Figure 5.13. Model optimization result: open cycle efficiency vs
BSNOx at 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf
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Table 5.5. 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf model optimization
BSFC BTE ∆BTE ∆BTEc ∆BTEo ∆BTEm
Unit g/hp-hr - - - - -
Combustion 0.3482 0.395 - - - -
EIVC 0.3425 0.402 1.77% 0.41% 1.22% 0.15%
LIVC 0.3430 0.401 1.52% -0.43% 1.73% 0.22%
VVA(EIVC) 0.3411 0.404 2.28% 0.35% 1.71% 0.22%
VVA(LIVC) 0.3417 0.403 2.03% -0.39% 2.20% 0.22%
5.4 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf with no AFR limit
At 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbs, similar GT Power-based work was performed as for 2200
rpm/500 ft-lbs. Due to this high torque condition, peak cylinder pressure (PCP)
and max exhaust manifold pressure (EMP) values were more closely observed as they
neared their respective constrained limits (as shown in Table 3.2). Also, at this high
load (approximately peak torque condition), soot emission became a major problem.
As soot is highly related with AFR, the optimization took AFR into consideration.
The optimizations were performed with and without lower bound constraints for AFR
in the optimizations, respectively.
With all the constraints taken into consideration, approximately 2.6% fuel econ-
omy benefit can be achieved from combustion optimization to IVC optimization,
and about 3.5% from combustion to fully functional VVA. Figure 5.14 shows the
BSFC/BSNOx results. Early and late IVC are 540 CAD and 640 CAD, respectively.
Note that BSNOx limit was set to 3 g/hp-hr for this load, and every optimization
was compared with the combustion optimization point. Valve profiles for these opti-
mization points are shown in Figure 5.15 and 5.16. DOE inputs on the combustion










Figure 5.14. BSFC vs BSNOx at 2200/750 with simulation based optimization
Optimizations with variable IVC
Similar to 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbs, varying IVC timing at 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbs yields a
lower ECR (as show in Figure 5.18), allowing lower EGR fractions to maintain NOx.
As a result of lower EGR, OCE increases via lower exhaust pressure and pumping
work. Varying IVC decreases PCP (also via lower ECR), which along with lower
NOx values, allows for advancing SOI to obtain fuel economy benefits. Per Figure
5.19, the decrease in CA50 shows earlier combustion due to advanced SOI, and the
increases in both CCE and OCE show fuel economy benefit.
Varying IVC timing to 540 CA or 640 CA also yields lower volumetric efficiencies,
as is consistent with lower ECR. Air flow, charge flow and AFR are lower accordingly,
as shown in Figure 5.20.
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No AFR limit
2200 rpm /750 ft-lbf
Figure 5.15. Valve profile for LIVC at 2200/750 with simulation
based optimization
No AFR limit
2200 rpm /750 ft-lbf
Figure 5.16. Valve profile for EIVC at 2200/750 with simulation
based optimization
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Figure 5.17. Combustion inputs for 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf model opti-
mization (without AFR constraint)
Optimizations with fully functional VVA
Consistent with the results from 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf, optimizations with fully
functional VVAs have more valve overlap (as shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.15), which
further improves OCE by reducing more pumping work from pushing more resid-
ual gases out of the cylinders. Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show PV diagrams for these
optimizations, where fully functional VVAs (green and orange curves) have smaller
pumping loops than the others.
The mechanical limits are all near the bounds as this operating condition is near
rated. Varying IVC decreases peak cylinder pressure via lower ECR, which along
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with lower NOx values, allows for earlier combustion. These mechanical limits are
shown in Figure 5.23.
Efficiency breakdown
Table 5.6 shows the efficiency and benefit breakdown. It can be seen that fuel
economy benefit for variable IVC comes from both CCE and OCE. The benefits
from variable IVC to fully functional VVA mainly derive from OCE (similar ∆BTEc,
higher ∆BTEo from ’EIVC’ to ’VVA(EIVC)’ and from ’LIVC’ to ’VVA(LIVC)’), due
to the reduced pumping loss from increased overlap in the valve profiles so that less
residual gas will be trapped in the cylinders.
Figure 5.18. Effective compression ratio for 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf
model optimization (without AFR constraint)
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Figure 5.19. CA50 and cycle efficiency analysis for 2200 rpm/750
ft-lbf model optimization (without AFR constraint)
Table 5.6. 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf model optimization with no AFR constraint
BSFC BTE ∆BTE ∆BTEc ∆BTEo ∆BTEm
Unit g/hp-hr - - - - -
Combustion 0.345 0.399 - - - -
EIVC 0.336 0.41 2.75% 1.91% 0.85% 0.00%
LIVC 0.336 0.409 2.50% 1.18% 1.27% 0.05%
VVA(EIVC) 0.333 0.413 3.51% 1.92% 1.59% 0.00%
VVA(LIVC) 0.333 0.413 3.51% 1.39% 2.06% 0.05%
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Figure 5.20. Volumetric efficiency and flow analysis for 2200 rpm/750
ft-lbf model optimization (without AFR constraint)
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Figure 5.21. PV diagram for 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf model optimization
with early IVC (without AFR constraint)
Figure 5.22. PV diagram for 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf model optimization
with late IVC (without AFR constraint)
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Figure 5.23. Mechanical limits for 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf model opti-
mization (without AFR constraint)
5.5 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf with AFR limit
Taking AFR constraint into consideration with all other constraints staying the
same, the engine needs to get enough air into the cylinders to keep AFR within
limit. And as IVC has a great impact on volumetric efficiency and thus air flow, the
optimization results would have different values for IVCs, as well as all other variables.
Figure 5.24 shows the BSFC/BSNOx plot, only slight fuel consumption benefit can
be achieved from combustion optimization to IVC optimizations, and about 1.74%










Figure 5.24. BSFC vs BSNOx at 2200/750 with simulation based
optimization (with AFR constraint)
It shows that the results with an AFR limit have a lower benefit from flexible cam
profiles. By advancing or delaying IVC timing, 2.6% FC benefit can be achieved
without the AFR limit, while only 0.5% can be achieved if AFR is set to exceed 22.
Furthermore, 3.5% FC benefit can be achieved with a fully flexible VVA without
the AFR limit, compared to only 1.7% FC benefit with a fully flexible VVA and
an AFR lower limit of 22. Less FC benefit can be achieved when applying AFR
restrictions since AFR constrains the air flow into the cylinders. Figure 5.25 shows
the combustion side variables.
Figure 5.26 and 5.27 show the optimized valve profiles with AFR constraint of
22, where IVC timings are 562 CA and 571 CA for optimizations based on only
variable IVCs, and 559 CA and 565 CA for optimizations including a fully flexible
VVA. Conversely, for no AFR limit (per Figure 5.16 and 5.15), IVCs were capable
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of achieving 540 CA and 640 CA. IVC timings were far less advanced or delayed for
optimizations for AFR > 22 because of the need for sufficient air into the cylinders
to maintain this AFR.
Drastically advancing or delaying IVC would sacrifice volumetric efficiency, thus
decreasing the air flow and AFR since EIVC has a shorter induction period and LIVC
pushes a portion of the inducted charge back out of the cylinders during part of the
compression stroke when the intake valve is open. Figure 5.28 shows the AFRs and
air flow rates for the results with AFR > 22. Compared with the results of no AFR
Figure 5.25. Combustion side variables at 2200/750 with simulation
based optimization (with AFR constraint)
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Figure 5.26. Valve profile for EIVC at 2200/750 with simulation
based optimization (with AFR constraint)
Figure 5.27. Valve profile for LIVC at 2200/750 with simulation
based optimization (with AFR constraint)
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limit (per Figure 5.20) AFRs and air flows are much less for the optimizations with
variable IVC and fully flexible VVA.
Figure 5.28. Volumetric efficiency and flow analysis for 2200 rpm/750
ft-lbf model optimization (with AFR constraint)
For no AFR limit (per Figure 5.21 and 5.22), late/early IVCs decrease ECR, NOx
decreases, and the EGR fraction decreases, therefore leading EMP to decrease and
produces less pumping work, so OCE increases. While for AFR > 22 (per Figure 5.30
and 5.31 for PV diagrams), range of IVCs are restricted, the benefit from reduced
ECR is eliminated, no obvious OCE benefit is apparent.
The EVC values for optimizations with fully flexible VVA were all later than
nominal so more valve overlaps were produced (per Figure 5.26 and 5.27). This valve
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Figure 5.29. CA50 and cycle efficiency analysis for 2200 rpm/750
ft-lbf model optimization (with AFR constraint)
overlap improves OCE by reducing more pumping work since later EVC delivers
greater exhaust lift near TDC, therefore pushing more residual gas out of the cylin-
ders, causing pressure to drop faster near TDC, so less pumping work is generated
(per Figure 5.30 and 5.31).
Table 5.7 shows the efficiency breakdown for the optimizations with AFR limit
of 22, and Figure 5.29 shows each cycle efficiency plot. As shown, and discussed
above, the range of IVCs are restricted due to the AFR limit, leading the benefit
from reduced ECR to be eliminated, while the benefits strictly from OCE were also
reduced.
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Figure 5.30. PV diagram for 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf model optimization
with early IVC (with AFR constraint)
Figure 5.31. PV diagram for 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf model optimization
with late IVC (with AFR constraint)
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Table 5.7. 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf model optimization with AFR constraint
BSFC BTE ∆BTE ∆BTEc ∆BTEo ∆BTEm
Unit g/hp-hr - - - - -
Combustion 0.345 0.399 - - - -
EIVC 0.343 0.402 0.75% 0.80% 0.00% -0.05%
LIVC 0.344 0.40 0.25% 0.30% -0.05% 0.00%
VVA(EIVC) 0.339 0.406 1.75% 0.91% 0.89% -0.05%
VVA(LIVC) 0.339 0.406 1.75% 0.96% 0.85% -0.05%
5.6 On-engine testing for model results
Results from the model were then tested on the engine with same settings as
from the model. However, engine testing was unsatisfied. It was hard to get as low
BSNOx as ECM with LIVC/EIVC so that the fuel benefits can not be confirmed
on the engine. Reasons for that is the inconsistency between model and engine.
Emissions and trade-offs such as SOI-BSFC and EGR-NOx relations in the model
do not match well with engine, which come from the heat release inconsistency by
combustion.
Figure 5.32 shows an example of the difference between heat release rate between
model and engine with all input settings/variables the same. It can be seen that
heat release rates are inconsistent between model and engine, especially for post heat
release. Heat release is the base for temperature, pressure calculation in the model,
the difference of which affects simulation results. Based on the inconsistency between
model and engine, it is hard to directly test the model results on the engine. The
reason for inconsistency is that the model was calibrated and validated at lower speeds
and lower loads (loaded and unloaded idle and cruise conditions), where there are no
post injections included in the model.
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Figure 5.32. Heat release plot for model and engine at high speed/high load
Since the model was not calibrated well at high speed/high load condition, it is
essential to recalibrate the model and re-run the model.
However, since the comparisons made in this chapter were all based on simulation,
it is valuable and reasonable to conclude that VVA system helps improve fuel economy.
To further study the valve profile optimization on the engine, it is needed to calibrate
the model at high speed/high load conditions.
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5.7 Summary
This chapter investigated the optimization of valve profile on fuel economy at
high speed/high load conditions based on GT-Power model simulation. Two oper-
ating conditions were chosen as 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf and 2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf, where
over 50% of fuel on HDFTP is consumed here.The optimization of valve profiles is
realized by the usage of variable valve actuation (VVA) system. The large IVC mod-
ulation (from nominal 565 CA to 640 CA for LIVC and to 540 for EIVC) reduces
piston-motion induced compression which gets ECR reduction, helps improve OCE
and allows advanced combustion to improve thermal efficiency. Full valve profile opti-
mizations have greater overlaps and further improve OCE by reducing more pumping
work from pushing more residual gases out of the cylinders.
An optimization with AFR constraint of 22 was also conducted. The results
showed less amount of IVC modulation due to the required air amount needed for
AFR limit. Thus the fuel efficiency benefit was also reduced. It showed the strong
bond between IVC timing and volumetric efficiency. Drastically advancing or delaying
IVC would sacrifice volumetric efficiency, thus decreasing the air flow and AFR. Since
the range of IVCs are restricted due to the AFR limit, leading the benefit from reduced
ECR to be eliminated, while the benefits strictly from OCE were also reduced.
Unfortunately, results from the model were not confirmed on the engine due to heat
release inconsistency between them. To further test the fuel benefits experimentally,
the model needs to be recalibrated and rerun.
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary
Advanced thermodynamic strategies were investigated to improve fuel economy,
emission control and thermal management. The analytical and experimental work
focused on cruise condition for fuel economy and thermal management, and high
speed/high load conditions for fuel economy. Model based work explored valve profile
optimization utilizing valve train flexibility at high speed/high load condition with
full size DOE.
Cylinder deactivation was investigated to improve thermal management on a diesel
engine at cruise condition. Active regeneration is achieved through oxidation of the
particulate matter with oxygen at temperatures of 500-600◦C, which is rarely real-
ized at the engine outlet during normal operation, especially for cruise condition.
The results demonstrated that cylinder deactivation is an effective means of actively
regenerating a diesel particulate filter without a fuel doser, diesel oxidation catalyst,
or burner.
The key observations at the 65 mile/hour highway cruise condition - 1200 rpm/7.6
bar - showed the largest engine outlet temperature achievable during six-cylinder oper-
ation is 420 ◦C, achieved with late SOI resulting in a 22% increase in fuel consumption
(compared to the most efficient six-cylinder operating condition). While deactivation
of valve motions and fuel injection in two (of six) cylinders enables engine outlet tem-
peratures of up to 520 ◦C as a result of reduced air-to-fuel ratio. And also, cylinder
deactivation increases the rate at which the DPF will heat-up. Cylinder deactivation
can be used to generate the 500 − 600 ◦C diesel particulate filter inlet temperatures
required for particulate matter regeneration with oxygen without the need for fuel
doser, diesel oxidation catalyst or burner.
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Strategies using valve train flexibility were investigated to improve fuel economy
at high speed/high load conditions. Over HDFTP drive cycle, more than half of the
fuel is spent at 2200 rpm / 12.7 bar BMEP and 2200 rpm / 19 bar BMEP, with the
latter one near rated. It is critical to get fuel efficiency benefit here. Engine testing
with IVC modulation and model based optimization were conducted for the same fuel
economy purpose.
On-engine testing at 2200 rpm / 12.7 bar BMEP demonstrates that IVC mod-
ulation at high speed is an effective way of achieving higher volumetric efficiency
from dynamic charging and in turn helps fuel efficiency with NOx within limit. By
modulating intake valve closure timing from nominal 565 CAD to 595 CAD, it can
enable engine to breathe more air by the advantage of dynamic charging and thus
increasing EGR fraction with air-to-fuel ratio maintained. Injection timing is thus
enabled to be earlier by about 2 degrees to decrease fuel consumption, which is pos-
sible because EGR fraction increase allows this without BSNOx going up. In all,
the strategy of ”dynamic charging” helps get fuel economy benefit by around 1.25%
without sacrificing BSNOx.
Model based valve profile optimization utilized full size DOE, including combus-
tion side inputs - rail pressure, main injection timing, EGR fraction and VGT position,
and fully flexible VVA inputs - EVO, EVC, IVO, IVC timings and intake and exhaust
lifts. Two operating conditions were chosen as 2200 rpm/500 ft-lbf (12.7 bar) and
2200 rpm/750 ft-lbf (19 bar). The IVCs were all modulated to 540 CA for early side
and 640 CAD for late side. The large IVC modulation reduces piston-motion induced
compression which gets ECR reduction, and allows advanced combustion to improve
thermal efficiency. Both late and early intake valve closures help improve OCE by
the reduction in effective compression ratio. More overlap in valve profiles reduces
more pumping loss with less residual in the cylinders. With AFR limit taken into
consideration, the range of IVCs is restricted due to the volumetric efficiency limit,
leading the benefit from reduced ECR to be eliminated, while the benefits strictly
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from OCE were also reduced. However, model needs to be recalibrated to confirm
the benefits on the engine due to heat release inconsistency between them.
6.2 Future work
For the engine experimental work for cruise and high speed/high load (chapters 3
and 4), currently analysis for the thermal management and fuel economy is based on
steady state. It will be valuable to optimize the whole system including engine and
after-treatment systems through a transient driving cycle.
For the engine experimental work at high speed/high load (chapter 4), dynamic
charging effect by IVC modulation is a speed-dependent effect. The effect can be
applied to high speed/low load conditions to get more fuel benefit. It will be valuable
to test other operating conditions and then applied to the whole transient driving
cycle.
For the model based optimization work (chapter 5), it is essential to confirm the
results on the engine experiments. However, due to current model/engine inconsis-
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